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WELCOME TO CPHBUSINESS
It gives me great pleasure to present to you this concise version of
Cphbusiness’ strategy which I hope will help to familiarise you with
our seven focus areas.
The overall objective of the strategy is to commit ourselves, as an
educational institution, including management, faculty and students, to strive constantly to improve the quality and relevance of
our degrees and our research-related activities.
As you read this leaflet you will discover that two of the top priorities of Cphbusiness are to maintain the high employability of our
graduates and to continue to broaden our international outlook. For
that reason, not least, we greatly value the collaboration we enjoy
with our international partner universities, and we are always open
to expanding our partner network further.
Yours sincerely,
President, Ole Gram-Olesen
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ABOUT CPHBUSINESS
Cphbusiness is a state-funded self-governing institution, and all our educational programmes are accredited by the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science. Cphbusiness is one of nine Danish Business Academies
equivalent to the Universities of Applied Sciences found around the world.
Cphbusiness differs from a traditional university in its unique combination
of academic theory and practical application. Company visits and mandatory internships are integrated in all our degree programmes combined
with projects and assignments based on real-life issues in hand-picked
companies. Employers, trade bodies and other organisations are closely involved in the development of our degrees, thereby ensuring that our
graduates are equipped with the skills and competencies needed to enter
the labour market.
The lecturers at Cphbusiness all have close ties with Danish and international companies, ensuring continuous interaction between lecturing and
the latest trends in business life. Furthermore, our lecturers engage in a
variety of international academic research projects, which strengthens the
quality of our education and the competencies of our staff.
Most of our study programmes are offered in English and with a large
number of students from outside Denmark our institution benefits from a
lively and productive international environment.
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FACTS
Status:

State-funded, self-governing institution.

Activities:

Higher education institution delivering programmes
up to the level of a professional Bachelor’s degree
(full-time, part-time, tailor-made) within business, IT
and biotechnology.

Full-time students:

4,800 students

Part-time students:

5,800 students

International students:

Approx. 1,000

International
exchange students:

100

Student nationalities:

More than 50

International partners:

Approx. 75 partners in Europe, Asia and North
America.

Erasmus ID code:

DK KOBENHA57

Code of conduct:

Cphbusiness complies with the code of conduct
of the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and
Science.

Campuses:

5 (3 campuses offer programmes taught in English).

Accreditation:

The Danish Accreditation Council.

Turnover:

DKK 270 million (EUR 34 million).

The Danish educational system: www.ui.dk
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STRATEGY 2020
CPHBUSINESS TURNS KNOWLEDGE
INTO VALUE
At Cphbusiness, we want to create the greatest possible value for the
business community and society. Knowledge is the core of our professional skills and expertise. Knowledge gives us substance and credibility.
However, for us, knowledge in itself is not enough. It must be made practical and useful in order to create value.
We achieve this through the way we teach, organise ourselves and cooperate with the business community. Our students achieve this when they
are employed or start up their own company. And we achieve this when
our students and lecturers solve tasks and act as advisors for companies
in close cooperation with the business community. Or when employees
take supplementary training courses and add new value to their company.
We believe in turning knowledge into value and we encourage students,
staff and the Danish business community to do the same.
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THE NEW REALITY
Our strategy is anchored in a reality that is changing. In Denmark, we used to be able to educate students without targeting
our programmes directly towards employment and growth – and
we still performed well. The financial crisis and competition from
international companies and booming tiger economies have altered this reality. It is no longer sufficient that we educate for the
sake of educating. We must educate in order to create growth if
Denmark is to stay the course. Although Denmark has the most
expensive education system in the world, we are not performing well enough. We have too few well-educated individuals in
the private business sector. We are not quite as internationally
focused as our neighbouring countries. And although we have
invested vast amounts in knowledge and education, innovation in
the business sector is limited.
As the world is changing, Cphbusiness must also be ready to
change. We must gear up and be more efficient and targeted.
However, we must also adopt a smarter, more creative mindset.
We can accomplish that. And we will.
We are therefore committed to help Denmark change track and
once again offer a world-class education system and students
who are in demand in both Denmark and abroad.
Our strategy towards 2020 is therefore to turn knowledge into
value – for society, the business community and individual students.
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SEVEN VALUE SHIFTS
We will focus on seven value shifts that are most vital
when turning knowledge into value towards 2020.

FROM ENROLMENT TO EMPLOYMENT .....................
THE RIGHT STUDENTS ......................................................
INNOVATIVE IN ALL AREAS ...........................................
INTERNATIONAL IN ALL AREAS ..................................
INTEGRATED LEARNING ENVIRONMENT ................
AMBASSADORS AND LOYALTY ....................................
QUALITY ..................................................................................
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FROM ENROLMENT TO EMPLOYMENT

THE VALUE OF EDUCATING PEOPLE
WHO ARE NEEDED
What does the new reality mean for us? First
and foremost, it means that we will educate
people who are needed. We believe that
everyone benefits if we equip students with
skills that are in demand. This applies to society, the business community and our own
educational institution. Educating students
with employment in mind makes economic
sense while also making sense for individual
students. Everyone is entitled to use skills in
practice and realise their potential. This means
that our task is no longer completed when our
students graduate. Our job as an educational
institution is done only when our students
have advised their first customer or created
their first IT solution.

community, and we will continuously work on
maintaining them. But in the future, our contact
with the business community will be even more
systematic and specifically targeted, so that we
make the most of our close ties and gain a better
understanding of the community’s needs.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE

Educate ourselves
All of our employees and teachers will continuously improve their skills and qualifications based on best practice and the latest
research, so that they’ll be well prepared for
our future tasks. In our continuing effort to
ensure their further professional development, employees and teachers are offered
to take part in the tenure track as well as
internships, periods of study and job-swaps
at home and abroad among other things.

Match our intake of students with the
overall demand
We will increasingly adapt our intake of students to the future needs for specific educational profiles.
Promote our dialogue with the business
community about their needs
We have always had strong ties with the business
12

Focus our efforts on internships and final
examination projects in close co-operation
with the business community
Internships and final examination projects have
always been part of our study programmes.
In the future, we will work closer together with
the business community in order to ensure
that internships and final examination projects
improve the students’ chances of employment
in companies after graduation.
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THE RIGHT STUDENTS

THE VALUE OF DOING WHAT YOU
ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT
We believe that the hallmark of the best students is that they are passionate about what
they do. Whether this involves new IT systems,
number crunching or designing digital marketing. The results are driven by commitment.
Our students must long to put their skills into
practice and be motivated by educational
programmes anchored in the real world – a
world where our graduates will take over the
reins and drive momentum. We must therefore
ensure that our students not only can, but also
want to achieve this goal.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE
Identify and develop the right personal skills
The personality required to be a good hotel
manager differs from the personality required
to be a good financial advisor. We must therefore work on expertise in a way that develops
the personal skills required for the various programmes and careers.

Work towards a new enrolment process
Our student enrolment process is currently
based on an average mark requirement. We
believe that commitment is just as important as marks and we are therefore working
towards enrolment with more scope for
assessing the suitability of individual applicants.
Establish a new introduction process
Too many of our students drop out far into
their educational programme. The new induction process we are initiating can clarify in the
first three months whether individual students
have made the correct choice. If not, we must
help them to find the right programme.
Be visibly passionate about what we do
Our staff must see their work as more than a
job. We must therefore focus clearly on staff
satisfaction and enthusiasm across the board
and always identify what we can do better.
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INNOVATIVE IN ALL AREAS

THE VALUE OF
HAVING A GOOD IDEA

Good ideas fuel progress in the world. Just
think about Spotify and Skype, which have
revolutionised the way we listen to music and
communicate. Or the insulin pen designed by
Novo Nordisk. You cannot devise a formula for
good ideas. They only develop in a conducive
environment. We would therefore like to support and provide the scope for our students to
demonstrate a creative mindset and perhaps
deliver the next milestone idea. And we want to
set challenges for and spar with companies to
facilitate progress and generate new ideas.

Make way for more entrepreneurs
We must attract and identify more entrepreneurial students who want to test their ideas
for new companies in our business incubation
environments. And we must help them to
realise their ideas in practice.
Challenge the business community through
projects
If the business community is to develop, outside input will be needed. Our students and
knowledge workers must feed the business
sector with new thoughts and ideas through
collaboration projects with companies.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE
Develop learning and teaching methods that
promote good ideas
At Cphbusiness, we want to develop learning and
teaching methods that nourish entrepreneurial
and innovative mindsets even more in individual
students. We must therefore explore new avenues of learning and interaction between students, lecturers and the business community.
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Challenge ourselves
We can only expect our students to be innovative if we lead the way ourselves. Our
organisation must therefore operate in a way
that provides staff with challenges, encourages their involvement and includes the scope
for testing new ideas. A new matrix organisation will ensure coherence while providing new
opportunities for synergy across Cphbusiness.
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INTERNATIONAL IN ALL AREAS

THE VALUE OF AN INTERNATIONAL
MINDSET
We travel, find a great job on the other side of
the planet, fall in love, have bilingual children
and return home again. National borders are
fading – for individuals as well as companies.
Consumer patterns, investments and supply
and demand can no longer be understood
from within the confines of our own national
boundaries. Companies must be able to sell
their products worldwide and be able to
employ foreign labour where this generates
value. This requires staff members who focus
beyond our local community and who can
navigate through various languages and cultures in a global world while maintaining an
international mindset. In the future, this will
create value for companies and Danish society at large.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE
Have more Danish applicants for
international programmes
To date, Danish students have been reluctant
about choosing international programmes.
We must therefore make our international
programmes as attractive and popular as our
Danish programmes.
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Send more Danish students abroad
In the future, more of our Danish students should
exploit the opportunities for student visits and
internships abroad in order to obtain specific
international experience. Perhaps in our neighbouring countries or on the other side of the
world. It could be a short visit or a whole term.
The key factor is that they travel. And that the
student visits abroad are of a high quality.
Enrol more international students
We want to attract even more international
students – especially from countries that will
represent Denmark’s future trading partners,
e.g. Germany and the BRIC countries. We must
therefore work on becoming one of the most
attractive educational locations in Europe.
Be more international ourselves
Cphbusiness must be a high-calibre international educational institution. Our staff must
therefore maintain an international outlook
and enjoy working where many nationalities
and cultures meet. Our staff must also develop
their skills through study trips abroad. Or
through job swaps and other teacher exchange
programmes with our international partners.
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INTEGRATED LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

THE VALUE OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
The objective of all educational institutions
is to help its students to develop. Otherwise,
education is worthless. At Cphbusiness, we
believe that satisfaction is an important basis
for development. Students do not develop in
the right direction if they are unhappy.
Satisfaction involves physical surroundings,
course activities, the social environment and
fellow students. Yet, first and foremost, we
believe that satisfaction involves challenges
that are tailored to where an individual is and
where they want to be. Our learning environment must ensure this.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE
Ensure high student satisfaction
We must work consciously to stimulate high
student satisfaction. This should be achieved
through an appreciative approach to students
i.e. we must not be afraid to make demands
and set challenges that will enhance the individual student’s professional and personal skills.
We must cater for the individual student’s
learning styles and focus more on digitalised
learning, for example.

Identify the talents
Talent involves many aspects. Our students
can have very different potentials that we must
be better at identifying and stimulating. And
advice on careers or supplementary training
should be based on each individual’s talent.
Engage the business sector in learning
Our learning environment must reflect the
jobs that our students will have after graduation. The business community must therefore be involved both directly and indirectly.
We will achieve this through case competitions involving specific issues and problem
solving in teams that reflect the working
methods of the business community.
Develop our own potential
We must develop our own as well as our students’ potential. We must therefore focus on
job satisfaction. We must provide scope for our
staff’s individual talents and develop our own
potential as an educational institution through
collaboration with the business community.
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AMBASSADORS AND LOYALTY

THE VALUE OF WORD OF
MOUTH RECOMMENDATIONS
People talk. If they criticise us, our reputation can be ruined. If they praise us, that
creates value. If we want to be the preferred
business academy for students, companies
and staff in the future, people must be able
to see our achievements and recommend
us. At the same time, we know that other
people only speak well of us if we actually
deliver high-quality education. In other
words, we must perform well and let the
world know about it.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE
Further develop our business network
The companies must be regularly reminded
that we exist and how they can use us. In the
future, we will therefore offer them membership of our Cphbusiness Club, which includes
invitations to knowledge sessions, after-office meetings and other networking activities
as well as participation in projects that can
promote their development.
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Establish an alumni association
Our own students must not forget us after they
graduate. A newly established alumni association must ensure that we do not lose track of
our students simply because they graduate.
We must continue to maintain links and sustain
success stories about Cphbusiness through
offers of supplementary training, courses and
other professional and social events.
Focus on ambassadors
We know that the best ambassadors for
Cphbusiness are students who are here on
a daily basis, whether here full-time or while
employed elsewhere. Both in our everyday
lives and through social media, we must
spread and develop success stories about
Cphbusiness and involve the ambassadors in
networking.
Remind ourselves
Staff and students are the core of Cphbusiness. We must therefore remind ourselves
to share success stories about Cphbusiness
and confirm them with everyone we meet
in the business sector and in our spare time
both in real life and on social media.
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QUALITY

THE VALUE OF SKILLED CRAFTSMANSHIP

Success stories can only be communicated if
they are created first. At Cphbusiness, one success story is that we turn knowledge into value.
We believe that knowledge only gains importance and creates results when it is translated
into practice – crafted into a skill. Students, staff
and the organisation must therefore be adept
at translating their knowledge into specific
action. Both knowledge about what works but
also our evaluation of errors must be translated
into practice. We want to continue developing.
We want to have the courage to make mistakes
and always strive to improve.

FROM NOW ON, WE WILL THEREFORE
Strengthen our knowledge base
We obtain the newest and best knowledge
from practice and research in our field. We
must ensure that this knowledge becomes
a systematic element of our programmes
so that other companies can benefit from
it through our many students and through
joint development projects.
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Develop our quality culture
We are proud of our craft and the results we
deliver. And we pride ourselves on continuously
improving. Through determination, openness,
cooperation and an appreciative leadership style,
we must be better at appreciating the strength
in making mistakes and learning from them.
Construct a quality system
We must introduce a shared quality system
that measures parameters such as satisfaction among students, staff and our business
partners. The quality system must be used
actively to support our continuous improvement. And trace where and when we are
improving. The quality system will also ensure
that we achieve institutional accreditation.
Set ambitious goals for our own success
We have high ambitions. And we believe that
we can achieve them. We have consequently
defined seven success indicators to chart our
progress towards 2020. And trigger action, if
necessary, to keep us on track!
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THE SEVEN SUCCESS INDICATORS SHOW
IF WE ARE ON TRACK
In the annual reports towards 2020, we will regularly take stock of how far we have come in
implementing our strategy. Every year, we must progress towards the following parameters:
More graduates in the right jobs or further education
More partnerships in the business sectors and high satisfaction among them
Higher student satisfaction and loyalty towards Cphbusiness among the students
Higher job satisfaction and loyalty towards Cphbusiness among staff
More Danish students on international programmes and student visits abroad
Greater awareness of Cphbusiness and the quality of our programmes
Financial growth and consolidation
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Cphbusiness turns knowledge into value in the areas of
Sales and Marketing
Service and Experience
Economy and Finance
Management and Communication
Innovation and Entrepreneurship
IT and Multimedia
Laboratory and Environment

Landemærket 11
DK-1119 Copenhagen K
Telephone: +45 36 15 45 00
Email: contact@cphbusiness.dk

